MANEGGIO AREA52PARK
VOLTERRA

Riding Out 2015:

1 HOUR: After crossing the river "Era" you ride up the mountain following an ancient
forest path that once was used by donkeys and horses to transport grain to the mills.
On arrival at the top of the mountain you will have a beautiful view over the hills. €
23.00
1,5 HOURS: Everything as above but more suitable for beginners; the return is
easier, because it runs through the hills. € 33.00
1,5 HOURS: Along a path in the woods and an old stone paved Roman road that
winds through the green pastures between the river and the picturesque sandy rock
faces, that are so typical for the territory of Volterra. You can stop to visit the Etruscan
graves that lay about 3 m under the ground in an area of archaeological interest. € 33.00
2 HOURS: After crossing the river you climb up into the hills 450m above sea level. On
this path through the woods and hills you may spot wild animals. € 43.00
2,5 HOURS: Suggested route for beginners, it is very easy and nevertheless the most
scenic of all paths. On arrival at 350 m above sea level you are rewarded by a panorama
of 360 degrees. You can admire the city Volterra, the Tuscan-Emilian Apennines, the
villages of Nera and Ulignano and “Il triangolo”, a work of art by Mauro Staccioli
located on a hill. It is a beautiful ride especially at sunset. € 53.00
3 HOURS - HALF DAY: After crossing the river you ascend into the hills up to 458m
above sea level. Your gaze may wander up to the Apennines, to the Mount Serra, to
Volterra, the church of Nera and the waterfalls of der river Strolla. Have a break of 30
minutes in an ancient village dated about 1100 AD, situated in front of the villa owned by
the film producer Franco Cristaldi. Snack € 6.00 with panini, wine, water and coffee.
58,00 €
FULL MOON RIDE OUT: Night hike, the full moon lights up the hills, it is really
beautiful! You may see shooting stars and the animals of the night. Listening to the
silence of the Tuscan countryside we will light a lantern on the crest of the hill and let it
go into to the sky. It is no problem for the horses because they are able to see at night.
40,00 €
Riding school for children and adults: we offer lessons, for children also with pony
games and further carriage rides for children.
Updates 2015: riding lessons for adults and children in the evening in our well lit
manège.
Info: Call 058842140, mobile 3475910373 www.area52park.com info@area52park.com

